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14 -09-2015

Sir,
Sub: Vindictive actions against union/Association leaders-Agitation - reg.
Contrary to the assurance given by Director CFA Sri.N.K.Gupta in the meeting held on
20-8-2015, that all vindictive actions taken by the circle management will be withdrawn ,the
Kerala circle administration is going ahead with vindictive actions against union/association
leaders and workers. Unnecessary provocations are being created by the circle administration
to book the leaders of unions/associations. Finally 15 leaders including the circle, district
leadership were suspended without any genuine reason and only to establish the high
handedness and the anti labour approach of the circle management. Instead of taking steps
to create an atmosphere conducive for development, the administration themselves charging
false police complaints and court cases against the leaders of the major recognized union of
non executive and the major executive union of SNEA and also CCLU leaders. Kerala circle
has been earning profit since its formation with the hard work and dedication

of its

employees and not with the contribution of “smart working” any single person as claimed by
Sri. MSS Rao.
The Joint Action Committee met on 13-8-2015 has decided to resort to serious
trade union actions against the vindictive actions.. On 14th September mass demonstration will
be held in front of all major offices in Kerala circle. Apart from this from 15th September
2015, Dharna in front of all offices will be conducted along with non-cooperation. If the
vindictive actions are not withdrawn, immediately further serious form of trade union actions
including strike will be resorted to without further notice.
Thanking you,
Yours Faithfully

George Varghese
Circle Secretary
SNEA(I), Kerala Circle
Copy to
1. Sri N.K. Gupta Dir CFA
2. G.S BSNLEU/ SNEA

K.Mohan
Circle Secretary
BSNLEU, Kerala Circle

